The all new Fabulous Facit
It's finally yours! While we fully understand your eagerness to get started on your new FACIT, it will be worth your while to spend the few minutes it takes to read these instructions. They'll enhance your pleasure in typing on a FACIT. They tell you why so many people consider it the world's finest portable.

You are looking at one of the prime differences between a FACIT portable and the world's other machines. FACIT has a 44 key, 88 character keyboard, exactly like the one you'll find on office machines. The type bars are made of the finest Swedish steels and are all individually cast. The same workmanship, materials and engineering went into every part of your portable. That's why FACIT offers you a five year guarantee.

Carriage Centering and Locking Lever (1)
In order to protect your new FACIT portable it is delivered with the carriage in locked position. You can release the carriage by moving lever (1) downward. You should reverse this procedure before putting the machine back in its case.

Ribbon Color Selector (9) is located below the carriage locking lever. If you are using a two color ribbon move the selector to the lowest position on the indicator. The middle position is used when you type a stencil. For black ribbon, selector is in top position.

Ball-Bearing Mounted Carriage (3) One of the unique features of your Facit portable is that the carriage runs on ball-bearings mounted in a tube.

Carriage Release Lever (2) activates the carriage. Just move it towards you and see how smoothly the carriage glides. Ball-bearings mean years of perfect alignment and quieter operation. It all adds up to longer life.

Memory Recall Tabulator (15) is another unique Facit feature. Only Facit has two sets of tabulators.* This one can be pre-set to permanently store for recall your most frequently used tab settings. Move the lever (15) towards you to disengage your memory tabs.

Take a good look at your carriage.

Visible Margin Setters (5) are used to set your left hand and right hand margins. To set, simply squeeze prongs together, slide to desired position and release. Arrow indicates your margin setting.

Erasure Table (21) makes corrections easy. If you are making carbon copies, raise the erasure table and place it between paper and carbon. There will be no smudging.

Paper Support (19) This supports the typed sheet at eye level for easy reading or reference.

*For information on the INDIVIDUAL TAB SET AND CLEAR LEVER (14) see photo and text in second column on back page.
Now we're looking at the left side of your machine. Line Space Selector (11) can be set for single, one and one-half, or two lines of type spacing.

**Automatic Line Finder (13)** When you move the line finder (13) towards you it releases the ratchet. The platen can now be moved freely for typing anywhere on the page. Returning the lever to its original position re-engages the ratchet and your original space arrangement. You can now go back to resume typing on the exact same line as before.

**Individual Tab Set and Clear Lever (14)** is on the left-hand side. To set individual tab stops move carriage to desired position and depress lever. Pull lever towards you to clear individual tab stops.

**Variable Line Spacer (27)** is actually the left-hand platen knob. Pulling the knob out disengages the ratchet. The platen knob can be moved freely for typing anywhere on the page.

**Left Hand Carriage Release (2) and Carriage Return Lever (12)** are within easy reach of typist.

**Tab Key (16)** is on the right hand side of your Facit portable. Depress to tabulate.

**Backspacer (8)** is indicated by a single arrow.

**Margin Release (17)** is indicated by a double arrow. It lets you type beyond the margin limits left or right without affecting the original marginal settings.

**Transparent Card Holders (22)** Small sheets of paper and index cards are held securely by two transparent card holders. Ball point pen or pencil may be inserted into the two holes on the cardholders for drawing horizontal and vertical lines.

**Full Width Margin Scale (24)** facilitates the setting up of a typed manuscript. It simplifies centering and margin setting.

**Five Position Touch Control (20)** is located under the top plate in front of the left hand ribbon spool. This is what makes the Facit portable truly your own machine. Just test your most natural touch, set it and stay with it.

Note how carefully and handsomely the interior of the Facit is styled. We have not skimped on quality inside or out.

And Now Happy Typing!

---

**FIVE YEAR GUARANTEE**
Any Facit office or dealer guarantees to replace without charge (except for labor and shipping charges) any broken or defective part not caused by accident or misuse, or other reasons beyond manufacturer's control within 5 years from date of purchase. No labor charge will be made within 1 year of date of purchase. Guarantee covers all working parts, except rubber parts and ribbons and extends only to original owner.